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Abstract. Some inconsistencies between cosmological observations continue to persist. The currently
reported inconsistencies can be due to problems with the underlying model or systematic effects associated
with some particular datasets. In an era of precision cosmology, it is important to develop proper tools to
quantify the degree of these inconsistencies and to look for methods to identify their causes. This turns out to be
a task that is not free of ambiguities, especially when the model is multi-dimensional, which is usually the case
in cosmology. Measures currently-proposed in the literature disagree even in Gaussian cases. We discuss, with
illustrative examples, some requirements that should be fulfilled in Gaussian cases by inconsistency measures
and suggest a guiding definition of (in)consistency. As an example, we show that the recently-proposed index
of inconsistency (IOI) meets those requirements and is in line with the (in)consistency definition proposed.
Next, we examine the common practice to convert some measures, including IOI and other similar quantities,
to a probability to exceed or a significance level that depends on the number of parameters. In the context of
quantifying inconsistencies, we show that such a procedure can underestimate inconsistencies when there is
more than one model parameter. We also discuss multiple-dataset comparisons and introduce a new tool based
on the multi-dataset IOI that can identify outlying constraints when present. Comparison of constraints from
various datasets can help identify the source of inconsistencies and will become important as more independent
constraints will become available from ongoing and future surveys.
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1 Introduction
The standard cosmological model has been very successful in explaining and making predictions about the
observed universe. Joint cosmological analyses of multiple complementary datasets have allowed one to break
degeneracies between cosmological parameters and to increase significantly the precision of cosmological
constraints. However, Bayesian joint analyses do not automatically detect or show inconsistencies between
datasets when present. This needs to be dealt with since inconsistencies between cosmological constraints
have been reported in the literature including some that have persisted for almost a decade now; see for exam-
ple Refs. [1–4]. Debates are ongoing about the degree of these inconsistencies and what their causes might be;
see for example Refs. [5–26]. Inconsistencies between cosmological observations could signal unaccounted
systematic errors and/or the breakdown of the underlying model or theory. Moreover, using constraints ob-
tained from combining inconsistent datasets puts into questions current and future results derived from them.
Therefore, it is essential to resolve any inconsistencies between datasets. For a better understanding of the
reported inconsistencies and their underlying causes, studying how to properly describe them has become an
important and timely task. This topic has recently attracted a lot of attention and many inconsistency measures
have been proposed in the literature; see for example [27–43]. However, results and conclusions based on
different measures are generally different, even in Gaussian cases1.
One of the reasons that different inconsistency measures lead to different results is the lack of a suit-
able definition of inconsistency in the literature that could guide the construction of such measures, especially
for models with multiple parameters. Some guiding definitions and principles need to be analyzed and es-
tablished. We aim here to address some aspects of this question and suggest a definition. We use a recently
proposed measure, the index of inconsistency (IOI) [37], as a practical tool to illustrate the points made and
provide supporting examples in the Gaussian and weak prior limits. We also show that the common practice
of converting some measures, including IOI or some other similar quantities, to a probability to exceed or a
significance level will underestimate the inconsistency when present in higher dimensional parameter spaces.
This paper is organized as follows. We briefly summarize the basics of Bayesian parameter estimations
and discuss the relation between accuracy and inconsistencies in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, we discuss some important
requirements for inconsistency measures in multi-parameter Gaussian cases. In Sec. 4, we propose a definition
of inconsistency that guides the building of inconsistency measures. We also discuss multiple-dataset compar-
ison in the same section. In Sec. 5 we discuss the question of the interpretation of the values of inconsistency
measures and point out to an unjustified commonly-used practice in the literature. Finally, we summarize and
conclude in Sec. 6.
1Gaussian cases here refer to Gaussian function of model parameters.
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2 Bayesian parameter estimations, accuracy and inconsistencies
Parameter estimations in cosmology are commonly based on Bayes’ theorem, which updates the prior distri-
bution of parameters in a model and infers the posterior distribution based on the likelihood of the data given a
model and parameter values. Bayes’ theorem reads as (when applied to the ith dataset),
Pi(λ;Qi,M) =
Li(Qi;λ,M)pi(λ;M)
E(Qi;M)
, (2.1)
where Pi(λ;Qi,M) is the posterior distribution of the parameters (λ) in a model (M ) given some data Qi,
L(Qi;λ,M) the likelihood of the data given the parameter values in a model, pi(λ,M) the prior (distribution)
of the parameters in a model, andE(Qi,M) the evidence which is the distribution of the data in a given model.
Note that, in cosmology each likelihood may includes the stochastic natures of the noise as well as the signal
itself. For example, the CMB signal is thought to be governed by a Gaussian distribution due to the cosmic
variance. Both the stochastic natures of the noise and the signal will propagate into the model parameter
distribution via Bayes’ theorem.
For independent or uncorrelated cosmological observations, as it is assumed here, each dataset corre-
sponds to one likelihood. To obtain a joint posterior from different datasets, we can replace the likelihood
above with a product of the different likelihoods,
L({Q};λ,M) =
∏
i
Li(Qi;λ,M) , (2.2)
and, P (λ; {Q},M) = L({Q};λ,M)pi(λ;M)
E({Q};M) , (2.3)
where {Q} stands for a collection of datasets. Constraints on parameters are usually summarized as the pa-
rameter means and covariance matrices calculated from the posterior. When all likelihoods (Li’s) and the prior
(pi) are Gaussian functions of the parameters we have,
Li = Lmaxi exp
[− 12 (λ− µi)TLi(λ− µi)] , (2.4)
pi =
√
|Π|
(2pi)n/2
exp
[− 12 (λ− µp)TΠ(λ− µp)] , (2.5)
with parameter means µi and µp, and the Fisher matrix of each likelihood Li and the inverse covariance
matrix of the prior Π. In this case, the posterior parameter means µ and covariance matrix C are given by,
µ = C
(∑
i
Liµi + Πµp
)
, (2.6)
C =
(∑
i
Li + Π
)−1
. (2.7)
The above equations only apply to Gaussian cases but can give us some ideas about how joint results behave.
It is worth to recall the distinction between precision and accuracy in parameter estimations. By precision,
one refers to the constraining power of a dataset on model parameters, which can be quantified by a figure of
merit defined as2
FOM = 1/
√
|C|. (2.8)
Usually, a joint analysis has a larger FOM than each individual dataset. This is exactly the case when all
likelihoods and the prior are Gaussian on model parameters, and can be seen from Eq. (2.7). Accuracy, on the
other hand, refers to how close the estimated parameters are to the actual ones. A biased parameter estimation
is not accurate but can still be “very precise”. A parameter bias due to, for example, some systematic error
in one dataset will manifest itself as an inconsistency when we compare different parameter estimations. If
not removed, according to Eq. (2.6), the bias will be propagated into a bias in the joint result with a weight
of Li. Therefore, the more precise the observation (the larger the |Li|), the more demanding the removal of
2Another definition of this figure of merit is FOM = 1/|C|N/2, with N being the number of model parameters.
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its associated parameter bias. Eventually, a joint parameter constraint will be used as a prior or be combined
with other observations to search for new physical effects. If the current joint result is biased, then new
results that based on the final joint constraints are questionable. An inconsistency is likely the sign of biased
constraints. It is therefore important to check consistencies between observations before we jointly analyze
them. Inconsistencies between different observations can also be caused by an invalid underlying model or
theory. These can be due to changes to gravity theory, see for example the reviews [44–48], or even changes to
the exact solution of the general relativistic cosmological models used, see for example [49–52]. For example,
earlier Ref. [53] used simulated data and a prescription to show how inconsistencies between dark energy
parameters as determined from the expansion versus the growth of structure can reveal an underlying modified
gravity model. Recently, a number of works propose some non-standard physics as a cause of discrepancies
of the Hubble constant (H0) and/or today’s r.m.s. amplitude of matter fluctuation (σ8); see for examples some
recent works in Refs [5, 6]. Finally, consistency tests can become a powerful tool to test the dark sectors
[48, 54]. But it is also worth pointing out that there are proposals of different general ways to deal with
constraints that are in tension with no specific reference to their sources; see Ref. [55] and references therein.
Properly quantifying inconsistencies is an important step for accurate interpretation of current observa-
tional results and robust discoveries in the future. In the next three sections, we will discuss desirable properties
of an inconsistency measure in multiple-parameter nearly-Gaussian cases.
3 Requirements for inconsistency measures in Gaussian cases
One approach to derive an inconsistency measure is to first propose a sensible definition of inconsistency
and then derive a mathematical tool to implement it. This way requires an appropriate guiding definition of
inconsistency which, as we discuss in the next section, has been the subject of some misconceptions in the
literature. Another approach, that we discuss in this section, is to start with some well-established measure for
known special cases of one-dimensional (i.e. one-parameter) Gaussian distributions, and then impose some
reasoning and requirements to extend it to more general cases3. The advantages of this way are: 1. it preserves
the well-established measure in the special cases (i.e., 1D Gaussian distributions); 2. if a problem occurs, one
usually can trace back the requirement failed. The above two approaches are not conflicting with each other but
better both pursued to build a robust self-consistent measure. While the first approach has been often adopted
for many measures in the literature, the second is less pursued. In the following two sections, we show that in
multi-dimensional Gaussian cases, the two-dataset IOI can be derived from both ways.
In this section, we first employ the second approach above to the two-dataset IOI. Its structure allows it
to satisfy the following 4 requirements for measures describing inconsistencies between two model-parameter
distributions in Gaussian cases. Examples of constraints to explain those requirements are given in Figure 1.
Requirement-1 For two 1D Gaussian parameter distributions, the inconsistency can be described by the
expression |µ1−µ2|√
σ21+σ
2
2
. A measure that traces the level of inconsistency should be a monotonic function of
this expression in 1D cases.
Here µi and σi are the parameter mean and standard deviation, respectively. This requirement embodies
the usual well-established n-σ significance level to describe inconsistency in 1D Gaussian cases.
Requirement-2 For two multi-dimensional Gaussian parameter distributions, if there is a difference of mean
in only one parameter and if there is no correlation between this parameter and any other parameters,
then the inconsistency does not depend on the number or the uncertainties of other parameters.
We use cases B, C and D in Figure 1 to explicitly illustrate this requirement. Constraints in those cases
may have multiple parameters. But they only have a difference of mean in one parameter (i.e., x for
those cases), and there is no correlation between parameters. The difference between cases B, C and D
is their uncertainties on other parameters. Requirement-2 means that if those cases have the same mean
difference and uncertainties in x as case A, they all have the same level of inconsistency as case A. This
is because, when using the result of x from those cases, one will have the same level of problem (if
3The most general cases refer to those with multiple parameters, multiple datasets, and non-Gaussian distributions. But since there are
disagreements even in multi-parameter Gaussian distribution cases, we first discuss those cases. In the next section, we will discuss cases
with multiple parameters, multiple datasets and Gaussian distributions.
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Figure 1. Examples to illustrate some aspects of the four requirements listed for inconsistency measures in section 3 for
Gaussian parameter distributions. We refer to and use these cases from the text but we provide here in the caption some basic
descriptions. Case A, two 1D Gaussian distributions. The two uncertainties are not necessarily the same. The inconsistency
in case A can be described by |µ1−µ2|√
σ21+σ
2
2
as usual. Cases B to G are all 68% iso-posterior contours of multi-dimensional
Gaussian distributions shown in (marginalized) 2D planes. Overall, from case B to case G, situations are going from simple
to more general Gaussian distribution cases. Circular contours mean the covariance matrices are proportional to the identity
matrix. Case B, the parameter mean difference is along the x direction. Both covariance matrices are proportional to the
identity matrix, but the constraint volumes are not necessarily the same. Case C, the parameter mean difference is also
along the x direction. But different from case B, the left constraint is completely uninformative in other parameters (e.g.,
y) other than x. Case D, the parameter mean difference is along the x direction as well. But different from case B, the left
contour is now an ellipse, meaning the uncertainties of parameters of the left constraint are different from each other. Case
E, the two covariance matrices are proportional to a identity matrix like case B. But different from case B, the parameter
mean difference is along a general direction. Case F, similar to case D, the left contour is now an ellipse. But different
from case D, the parameter mean difference is now along a general direction. Case G, a general Gaussian case, where
contours are ellipses with arbitrary degeneracy directions and the parameter mean difference is along an arbitrary direction.
The equal signs denoted by “(1)” represent Requirement-2 that the inconsistencies in case B, C and D are the same as
case A if their mean differences and uncertainties of x are the same as case A. The rotation transformation denoted by
“(3)” and the eigen-mode transformation denoted by “(5)” are examples for Requirement-3 that cases connected by linear
transformations have the same level of inconsistency. The dashed arrows denoted by “(2)” and “(4)” stand for continuous
changes between cases, which are examples for Requirement-4. See the texts for detailed discussions.
there is an inconsistency of x) regardless of the number or the uncertainties of other parameters. For
example, suppose in some other experiment one can measure the value of x + a. This a is another
parameter in his experiment, which (e.g.,) represents the strength of some new physics. If one wants
to know the value of a to (e.g.,) falsify a null hypothesis, one then needs our result of x. Suppose we
have two constraints of a model with some parameters including x, and the two constraints only have
a difference in x with no correlation with other parameters. In this case, one’s inferred value of a only
depends on our result of x, but not on the number or uncertainties of other parameters. If one of our
constraints has a biased value of x, one’s result of a that is based on our constraints will be also biased,
and the level of this problem does not depend on the number or uncertainties of other parameters. One of
the important purposes of measuring inconsistency is to indicate the presence of some unaccounted-for
systematic errors. Therefore, the level of inconsistency between our two constraints should not depend
on the number or uncertainties of other parameters in those cases. After all, the difference in x could
have been a systematic error that a user accidentally misreports the value of x in one constraint. If there
is no correlation between parameters, the number or the uncertainties of other parameters in a model
should not mitigate or aggravate the associated inconsistency level.
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Requirement-3 An inconsistency between two distributions of model parameters should be invariant under
a linear model-parameter transformation. That is, if a set of two model-parameter distributions can
be obtained from a set of two other distributions by a linear parameter transformation, the level of
inconsistency between the two distributions in one set should be the same as that in the other set.
This is an expected requirement as inconsistency between two constraints should not depend on the
parameterization of the underlying model. A more general version of this requirement is that an incon-
sistency between two distributions of model parameters should be invariant under a invertible model-
parameter transformation. Here we only discuss linear transformations, because we are focusing on
Gaussian cases and a Gaussian distribution will become non-Gaussian after a nonlinear parameter trans-
formation. There are two important implications from Requirement-3. First, consider cases where the
covariance matrices are proportional to the identity matrix, as in cases B and E in Figure 1. No matter
what direction of the mean difference is, a multi-dimensional rotation can always bring it to along only
one parameter. This means that if the magnitude of the mean difference and the two sets of covariance
matrices in case B and case E are the same, the two cases have the same inconsistency. Second, the most
general Gaussian cases (represented by case G) can be transformed into case F where there is no cor-
relation between parameters. Such a linear transformation can be obtained by looking for eigen-modes
that simultaneously diagonalize the two covariance matrices. Therefore, the inconsistency in a general
Gaussian case G can be always represented by that in a specific case F.
Requirement-4 Under any continuous change of parameter distributions (e.g., gradually increasing uncer-
tainties of some parameters), the level of inconsistency between distributions should follow such a change
and continuously vary accordingly.
This requirement is also expected. Here, a continuous change means any change that can be built up by
many infinitesimal changes. Examples of continuous changes are gradually increasing the uncertainty
of one parameter and shifting the mean of one parameter in one distribution. After an infinitesimal
change to the constraints, the inconsistency should only change infinitesimally as well. Note that a con-
tinuous change to the constraints here is different from a linear transformation to the model parameters
as in Requirement-3. While a continuous change physically alters the constraints to be compared and
the inconsistency level may change, a linear parameter transformation only lets the constraints to be
represented in a different parameter space without changing the inconsistency level. Two sets of con-
straints are here said to be continuously connected if there is a continuous change to one set and make
it become another set. Several cases are connected by continuous changes. For example, in case D as
the uncertainty on y of the left constraint gets larger and larger, it asymptotically approaches to case C
where the left constraint is completely uninformative on y. On the other hand, if the uncertainty on y
in the left constraint get smaller and eventually becomes the same as that of x, case D becomes case
B. During those continuous changes, a measure needs to change continuously as well. This poses some
important self-consistency requirements on an inconsistency measure. Consider case C where the left
constraint is completely uninformative on y. One may think y can be ignored and only x is considered
in calculating the inconsistency. For a measure that takes the number of parameters into account, this
usually means reducing the number of parameters as well. As we pointed out above, measures of this
kind easily break Requirement-2 already. But besides breaking Requirement-2, they usually also break
Requirement-4. This is because if one ignores y in case C but considers it in case D, there is then a
change of parameter number between the two cases. This change of parameter number easily leads to
a discrete change between the measure values describing the inconsistencies in case C and case D. This
contradicts with the fact that these two cases are (asymptotically) continuously connected. In practice,
such a contradiction makes the choice of parameter number somehow arbitrary and ambiguous. But of
course, our Requirement-2 guarantees that case B, C and D are trivially continuously connected, since
their inconsistency is the same.
We note though that Requirement-2 does not imply Requirement-4. Unlike cases B, C and D, there
are continuously-connected cases where inconsistencies are different. Consider cases B, E and F in
Figure 1. Circular contours represent covariance matrices that are proportional to the identity matrix.
Suppose cases E and F have the same mean differences in x and y, but different uncertainties on y in
the left constraints. The inconsistency in case F is different from case E, and also different from case
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B which has the same inconsistency as case E (Requirement-3). But since case F can become case E
by continuously shrinking its uncertainty on y in the left constraint, the two cases are connected by a
continuous change. In particular, imagine that a case F only slightly differs from case E in the following
way: in case F the uncertainty on y of the left constraint is only slightly larger than the uncertainty on
x, so that its left contour is only slightly elliptical. In this situation, if we perform a multi-dimensional
rotation to case F, its rotated covariance matrix of the left constraint will not be diagonal. So case F is
not linearly connected with case B. But since case F in this situation is only slightly different from case
E and there is a linear transformation from case E to case B, the inconsistency in case F is only slightly
different from that in case E and case B. The important point of this example is that it requires the values
of any proper measure describing the inconsistencies in case F and case B in this situation should be only
slightly different.
There are other examples of cases that are continuously connected. By continuously increasing the un-
certainty on y on the left constraint, case F can asymptotically become case C. By continuously shifting
the mean of y of the left constraint, case F can become case D. The value of a proper measure should be
able to change continuously under those continuous changes.
Again, the two-dataset IOI (that we note here IOI(2d)), or any monotonic function of it, satisfies all the
above requirements,
IOI(2d) =
1
2
(µ2 − µ1)T (C1 +C2)−1(µ2 − µ1) , (3.1)
where µi andCi are the parameter mean and the covariance matrix of the ith constraint. It relates to the usual
inconsistency measure in 1D by
|µ1 − µ2|√
σ21 + σ
2
2
=
√
2 IOI . (3.2)
For case B, C and D, if their means and uncertainties of x are the same as those in case A, and if there is no
difference in means for other parameters and no correlation between x and other parameters, the three cases
share the same IOI as case A. It has been shown that IOI is invariant under a linear parameter transformation
[37]. Finally, any continuous shifts of parameter means or changes to covariance matrices give continuous
changes to IOI. In particular, there is no sudden change to IOI during a continuous change from case D to case
C. Note that IOI is a moment-based quantity, and µi’s and Ci’s are parameter means and covariance matrices
calculated from each posterior in practice.
Finally, we recall here some important points discussed in Ref. [37] about IOI. First, the three factors
affecting the value of the two-dataset IOI are: a) the separation of the parameter mean, b) the volume of
covariance matrices, and c) the degeneracy directions of the constraints. Second, parameter marginalization
may hide inconsistencies. So, even if all marginalized plots seem to imply consistent results, there might still
be inconsistencies when one consider the full parameter space. This point was also recently pointed out in
another work [40]. Using IOI can capture inconsistencies that fail to be seen in marginalized plots. Note
that this however should not be confused with the problem of parameter-number dependency discussed in this
work. Third, if two constraints have different numbers of parameters, only the common parameters should be
considered. Including nuisance parameters in different analyses or uncommon parameters will not change the
value of IOI. We refer readers to Ref. [37] for detailed discussion of these points.
4 Definitions of inconsistency and measures in multiple-dataset cases
Very often, an inconsistency is defined as the difference between distributions of model parameters. However,
a difference between distributions does not necessarily mean inconsistency, as also pointed out in Ref. [33].
Indeed, two Gaussian distributions with the same parameter mean are different if they have different covari-
ance matrices, but they are still consistent one with another. Consequently, it is, for example, inaccurate to
directly use the Kullback-Leibler divergence to measure inconsistencies (or the relative entropy [56]) which
instead quantifies the difference between two distributions. Also inconsistencies are sometimes defined as the
disagreement between two datasets, which is too general to guide one to a mathematical tool to quantify the
inconsistency.
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We find it most useful to define a consistency as proposed in our earlier work Ref. [37] but concisely
rephrased here as:
The consistency between two or more distributions of model parameters refers to the presence of some
parameter space simultaneously supported by all distributions. An (in)consistency measure is a numerical
tracer of the level of such a simultaneous support from a given set of distributions.
We find this definition effective because in a joint study with two or more datasets using Bayesian analysis,
we are actually looking for some common parameter space supported by different distributions. If there is some
parameter space simultaneously supported by all distributions considered, we are justified to jointly analyze
them, even if each of the constraints also support some other parameter space (e.g., two or more distributions
with different degeneracy directions). On the other hand, if datasets with common parameters but no parameter
space simultaneously supported by the distributions, they are inconsistent and their joint analysis become
questionable.
The index of inconsistency (or a monotonic function of it) is perhaps the simplest quantity that represents
the level of the above defined (in)consistency. Consider a multi-dimensional parameter space and multiple con-
straints with nearly Gaussian distributions. IOI selects the joint parameter mean (µ) as the common parameter
space (a single point in this case), and quantifies the degree on average of how each parameter distribution
disfavors this parameter point. We first quantify the degree of how the ith distribution disfavors µ, and to do
so we use the Mahalanobis distance squared [37, 57] of the ith posterior to the joint mean4,
D2i (µ) ≡ (µ− µi)TC
−1
i (µ− µi) , (4.1)
where µi and Ci are the parameter mean and covariance obtained from the ith posterior. The larger the value
of D2i (µ), the higher the degree of the ith distribution disfavors µ. We first neglect the prior by assuming
Π→ 0 and take Ci = L−1i . The multi-dataset IOI for Nd constraints is defined as the average of all D2i (µ)’s
IOI(Nd) ≡ 1
Nd
Nd∑
i=1
D2i (µ) (4.2)
weak prior
======⇒ IOI(Nd) = 1
Nd
( Nd∑
i=1
µTi C
−1
i µi − µTC
−1
µ
)
, (4.3)
where we have used Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) with the prior neglected. The multi-dataset IOI [Eq. (4.3)] is for
an arbitrary number of datasets. But importantly, in two-datasets cases, the multi-dataset IOI can be writ-
ten as a quadratic form and reduces to the two-dataset IOI [Eq. (3.1)]. This shows that the approach used
in the previous section and the one used just above lead to the same consistent result in two-dataset cases
despite the two different processes involved. We provide some codes ready to use for IOI in the repository
https://github.com/WeikangLin/IOI.git. It is worth noting that discussions of multi-dataset inconsistency mea-
sures are lacking in the literature, and the applications have not been fully explored.
To show that the multi-dataset IOI can indeed represent the above definition of (in)consistency, we provide
some examples in Figure 2. We see there that when there is some parameter region simultaneously supported
by all the constraints, the inconsistency is low according to the above definition and the corresponding IOI is
also low, as in cases I and II in Figure 2. Otherwise, the inconsistency is higher and as is the corresponding
IOI; as shown in cases III to VI.
While the inconsistencies in cases III to VI in Figure 2 are all high, there is a difference between case III
and the others. In case III, all constraints are inconsistent with each other. We cannot take out any one of the
constraints to obtain a low inconsistency. But in cases IV to VI, there is a constraint that is particularly incon-
sistent with the others; i.e., the blue constraint. This means if we take out such a constraint, the inconsistency
for the rest becomes low. Logically, this specific constraint likely suffers some bias. We call it an “outlying
constraint”. Note that when we compare multiple constraints and look for an outlier, it is better to use inde-
pendent constraints. This means not only observationally independent, but also theoretically as independent as
possible. Theoretical independence here means that constraints are obtained from different physical phenom-
ena. For example, constraints from CMB observations and type-1a supernovae are theoretically independent,
4Originally in Ref. [37] we defined a ∆χ2i to quantify the difficulty for each constraint to support the joint parameter mean. But our
∆χ2i is the same as the Mahalanobis distance squared to the joint parameter mean for each constraint.
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Figure 2. Examples to show how the multi-dataset IOI is a tracer of (in)consistency as defined in Sec. 4. When there is
some parameter region commonly supported by all constraints, the inconsistency is small and the corresponding IOI is low;
as in cases I and II. Otherwise, the inconsistency is larger and IOI is high; as in cases III to VI. When an inconsistency
is found, there are different distinct situations. 1) Most constraints support different parameter regions, such as case II. 2)
Only a small number of constraints are particularly inconsistent with the others, such as cases IV to VI. If all constraints
are observationally and theoretically independent, the cause of inconsistency in the second situation is more likely to be
some systematic errors in those particular datasets. To numerically find an outlying constraint using IOI, we can see which
constraint has the largest Oj as discussed in section 4.
but constraints from Planck and WMAP are not since they are both from CMB observations. Constraints that
are theoretically dependent may suffer the same type of bias. In that case, even if an outlying constraint is
found, it is less conclusive to say the inconsistency is caused by some bias in that outlying constraint.
Then, given a number of observationally and theoretically independent constraints, how can we numer-
ically find an outlying constraint if present? Reference [10] suggested to look for a constraint that, when
removed, can significantly reduce the multi-dataset IOI for the rest. Indeed, this is seen in cases IV to VI of
Figure 2 as IOI drops to a small value if one removes the blue constraint from the constraint set and recalculates
IOI. The drop of IOI here indicates that the blue constraint is an outlier. However, the multi-dataset IOI gives
an overall inconsistency of Nd constraints. If only one constraint is particularly inconsistent with the others
while the rest are consistent with each other, due to the factor 1Nd in Eq. (4.3) those constraints may still have
a small multi-dataset IOI if Nd is large. It is true that they are overall consistent as a whole, but we still want
to find that outlying constraint. Using the drop of the multi-dataset IOI may not be helpful enough when Nd
is large. For example, in cases V and VI of Figure 2 the blue constraint is obviously an outlier, but due to a
larger number of constraints in case VI, its multi-dataset IOI is smaller than case V. Thus, a larger number of
constraints makes the drop of IOI less sensitive to the outlying constraint.
Therefore, in order to more effectively find an outlying constraint, we introduce here a complementary
quantity that is closely related to the drop of multi-dataset IOI that we originally proposed. We call it the
“outlier index”, which is derived as follows. From Eqs. (4.3) and (3.1) we can obtain the following relation,
Nd
2 IOI
(Nd) = Nd−12 IOI
(Nd,j) + IOI(2d)([Q1, · · · ,Qj−1,Qj+1, · · · ], Qj) , (4.4)
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where IOI(Nd) is the multi-dataset IOI of Nd constraints, IOI(Nd,j) is the multi-dataset IOI of the rest Nd − 1
constraints after the jth constraint is taken out from the Nd constraints, and the last term on the right is the
two-dataset IOI between the jth constraint and the joint constraint obtained from the rest Nd − 1 datasets. If
the last term on the right is much larger than unity, the corresponding jth constraint is likely inconsistent with
the others. Therefore, we define the “outlier index” Oj of the jth constraint as
Oj ≡ 1
2
[
NdIOI
(Nd) − (Nd − 1)IOI(Nd,j)
]
. (4.5)
To find the outlying constraints, we can perform the following steps:
Step 1 Calculate Oj’s for all the constraints. If most Oj’s are high (e.g., > 2.5 according to the guiding
Jeffreys’ scales), conclude that inconsistency is not just due to some outlying constraints (like case III in
Figure 2).
Step 2 If all Oj’s are smaller than a satisfactory level (e.g., 2.5), we conclude that there is no outlying con-
straint; if not, we proceed.
Step 3 If step 2 is not satisfied, we define an outlying constraint as the one with the highest Oj , take it out
from the constraint set and restart again with step 1.
We iterate the above steps until step 2 is satisfied. The constraints that have been taken out are the outliers. We
demonstrate in cases IV to VI of Figure 2 that the above process is efficient to find the outlying constraint, i.e.,
the blue one in those cases. In step 1, if most Oj’s are high, it means that the reported inconsistency is not just
caused by unaccounted systematic errors in some particular datasets, but more likely caused by the breakdown
of the underlying model (it is still possible though that most datasets have their own unaccounted systematic
errors).
5 Interpretation of inconsistency measures
So far, our discussions have been restricted to Gaussian cases with weak priors. But these are also important
cases in cosmology, because constraints on cosmological parameters have been approaching to Gaussian form
as more constraining data are being used. This will also continue to improve with future powerful datasets.
These Gaussian or nearly Gaussian constraints provide indeed simple and “controlled” cases where one can
first validate a proposed inconsistency measure. If a measure is found problematic in those special simple
cases, it is unlikely for that measure to be able to apply to more general (non-Gaussian) cases.
From a previous study and comparison of a number of inconsistency measures (see Ref. [37]) as well
as the assertions in the previous sections, we find that in Gaussian and weak prior limits, an inconsistency
measure for two uncorrelated constraints should reduce to a monotonic function of IOI which is independent
of the number of parameters considered. We find here that measures that do not reduce to IOI in such limits
fail at least one of the requirements listed in Sec. 3 above. Namely, in Table 1, we list some commonly used
and recently proposed inconsistency measures in the literature, and point out the first requirements they do
not satisfy. This suggests that there are likely issues with the measure that need to be addressed or justified.
Some of such issues of measures that do not reduce to IOI in the Gaussian and weak prior limits have been
discussed in Ref. [37]. We shall further discuss the issue of parameter-number dependence, which corresponds
to a common failure to comply with Requirement-2, see Table 1. In addition, while Requirement-3 is widely
satisfied by currently proposed measures, Requirement-4 is not trivial. We therefore suggest that a measure
need to be validated against some examples discussed for Requirement-4 in Sec. 3.
The next question is how to interpret the value of inconsistency measures. It is common in the literature
to convert IOI or a similar quantity to a probability to exceed (PTE) or a significance level (reported as n-σ),
see e.g., Refs. [38–40, 58, 59]; or the measure in Gaussian cases is effectively a PTE converted from IOI, e.g.,
Ref [32]. While it is useful to provide the value of a measure with a statistical meaning, there are issues with the
commonly converted PTE or significance level from inconsistency measures as we will explain. We clarify that
here it is not the procedure of using PTEs and significance level in the traditional model fitting to the data but
rather in the specific application to the different problem of interpreting inconsistencies in multi-dimensional
parameter spaces.
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Measures References Not passing
Measures that reduce to IOI in Gaussian and weak prior limit:
ln(T ), a Bayes evidence ratio [29] –
Dataset-evidence ratio (without conversion to a significance level) [38] –
QUDM (without conversion to a significance level) [39] –
Measures that do not reduce to IOI in Gaussian and weak prior limit:
ln(R), a Bayes evidence ratio [27, 28] Requirement-1
The Surprisea [33–35] Requirement-2
Parameter difference [31, 32] Requirement-2
Dataset-evidence ratio (converted into a significance level) [38] Requirement-2
QUDM (converted into a significance level) [39] Requirement-2
The Suspiciousness [40] Requirement-2
a The Surprise is asymmetric in the order of two constraints. Reference [42] addressed this asymmetry and suggested to use the Surprise in both orders.
They argued that the two constraints are inconsistent if one or both Surprise values are large.
Table 1. Selected list of inconsistency measures that are commonly used or recently proposed in the literature. In the list,
measures that reduce to IOI in the Gaussian and weak prior limit satisfy the four requirements about inconsistencies listed
in Sec. 3. On the other hand, measures that do not reduce IOI, fail at least one requirement. This does not necessarily mean
that the measure would be incorrect, but an indication that there are issues with the measure that need to be addressed. As an
example, we highlight the first requirement from our list that is not satisfied by the corresponding measure. Requirement-2
is commonly violated for measures that do not reduce to a monotonic function of IOI in Gaussian cases in a parameter-
number independent way. See Ref. [37] for further discussion of those measures. Note that in non-Gaussian cases there
might be other criteria for a measure to satisfy, which have not been discussed in the literature.
Indeed, the common practice is to assume some quantity (say z) follows a χ-square distribution with a
degree of freedom given by the number of parameters considered. Then a PTE is calculated as the probability
of z being larger than 2IOI,5
PTE =
∫ ∞
2IOI
fχ2(z,Np)dz = γu(N/2, IOI) , (5.1)
where γu(s, x) ≡ 1Γ(s)
∫∞
x
tt−1e−tdt is the normalized upper incomplete gamma function and Np is the num-
ber of model parameters (or some reduced/effective number of parameters). Alternative to a PTE, a significance
level (n-σ) is obtained as,
n-σ =
√
2γinvu (1/2,PTE) , (5.2)
where γinvu is the inverse function of γu. In Figure 3 we show the relation between this “significance level”
and values of IOI (or similar measures). We see that the relation depends on the parameter number. The same
IOI value results in a lower “significance level” in a higher parameter dimension. Now we have argued that
in nearly Gaussian cases IOI is a proper tracer of inconsistency. This means such a converted “significance
level” becomes another metric that tends to underestimate inconsistencies when there is more than one model
parameter. More explicitly, it fails Requirement-2 in Sec. 3. We however emphasize that we do no mean a
measure cannot be a PTE or a significance level. We only argue that in the problem of describing inconsis-
tencies, if a PTE or a significance level is related to IOI in a parameter-number dependent way, that PTE or
significance level is not appropriate. It could be possible to build some other measure that is reported as a PTE
or a significance level and reduce to a parameter-independent function of IOI in Gaussian and weak prior limit.
For now, we find that using a carefully-calibrated empirical scale to interpret the values of IOI (or a similar
measure) can avoid the problem above. In Ref. [37], we used the guiding Jeffreys’ scales [60] to interpret the
values of IOI as shown in Table 2. The original motivation for using these scales are: 1) some commonly used
measures that use such scales reduce or are closely related to IOI in Gaussian cases, such as the two measures
in Refs. [27, 29] that are based on different uses of the Bayes evidence ratio. We therefore adopted Jeffreys’
scales as they do in order to compare IOI to those measures; 2) we found that when comparing values of the
two-dataset IOI to some examples of constraint comparisons (see Figure 2 in reference [37]), Jeffreys’ scales
5The factor of 2 here is due to that the two-dataset IOI reduces to some ∆χ2/2 in Gaussian limit [37].
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Figure 3. The commonly adopted conversion of some inconsistency measures (e.g., IOI or other similar quantities) to
a “significance level” given by Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2). This conversion makes the “significance level” a function of such
a measure that depends on the parameter number. It underestimates inconsistencies when there is more than one model
parameter; see the text for discussions.
Jeffreys’ scales IOI< 1 1 <IOI< 2.5 2.5 <IOI< 5 IOI> 5
Guiding interpretation
No significant
inconsistency
Weak
inconsistency
Moderate
inconsistency
Strong
inconsistency
Compared to interpretation
calibrated in one dimension < 1.4-σ 1.4-σ − 2.2-σ 2.2-σ − 3.2-σ > 3.2-σ
Table 2. Jeffreys’ scales proposed as a guiding interpretation of values of IOI. Since the two-dataset IOI relates to the
well-established significance level in one-dimensional cases by n-σ=
√
2IOI, and since we argue that IOI is a proper tracer
of inconsistency independent of the parameter number, one can take
√
2IOI and then interpret it in the same way as the
n-σ value as in one-dimensional cases. By comparing the originally proposed Jeffreys’ scales to the
√
2IOI interpretation,
we can see the two interpretations are consistent with each other. Therefore one can choose to use either one of the two
interpretations depending on convenience and practicality.
seem suitable to give some sensible results. But we can also use another way to calibrate the interpretation of
values of IOI, which was mentioned in Ref. [10]. Since in one-dimensional cases there is a relation between
the two-dataset IOI and the well-established significance level [Eq. (3.2)], and since we argue that IOI (or
any monotonic function of it) is a proper tracer of inconsistency regardless of the parameter number, we can
directly take
√
2IOI and then interpret it in the same way as the n-σ value as usual. In Table 2 we also compare
Jeffreys’ scales to the latter
√
2IOI interpretation. The two interpretations are found to be consistent with each
other. While the
√
2IOI interpretation may be empirically easier to adopt, we find the Jeffreys’ scales are
more convenient for the multi-constraint comparisons. Readers may use either one of the two interpretations
depending on which one is more practical.
6 Conclusion and outlook
In this work, we discussed some essential requirements that an inconsistency measure must fulfill. These can
be used as a method to generalize one-parameter measures to multi-parameter measures in cases with Gaussian
parameter distributions. We then discussed a definition of inconsistency which can provide guidance in building
a desirable measure of inconsistency for multiple datasets. This can be viewed as a different method to build an
inconsistency measure. We argued that whether a set of constraints are consistent with each other should refer
to whether there is some parameter region simultaneously supported by all constraints. An (in)consistency
measure should trace the level of such a support from a given set of distributions.
We showed that the two-dataset IOI (or a similar measure) can be derived from the two different but
mutually consistent methods above: one starting from a well-established measure in 1D Gaussian cases and
extended to multi-dimensional cases by satisfying some requirements, and the other from using a suitable
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definition of (in)consistency and then formulate it mathematically (here we used an average of the Mahalanobis
distance squared).
We also analyzed the question of interpreting the values of inconsistency measures. We argued that
converting IOI or other similar inconsistency measures to a parameter-number dependent “significance level”
is a questionable procedure for this purpose. We showed that it underestimates inconsistencies when there is
more than one model parameter.
We further discussed how to use the multi-dataset IOI to find outlying constraints, if present. We intro-
duced the new quantity, Oj , based on the multi-dataset IOI, and demonstrated with some examples that an
iterative use of it can effectively find outlying constraints. Multiple datasets constraint comparison and consis-
tency is a relatively less-explored problem in the literature. However, it is likely to play a more important role
in cosmology in the near future because more independent methods and datasets are incoming and planned.
Indeed, a plethora of precise data will be delivered in the near future, such as galaxy surveys from LSST,
DESI, Euclid, WFIRST and SKA, and CMB missions like, for example, COrE and CMB Stage-IV6. In addi-
tion, gravitational waves have opened a new window providing even more fundamentally different methods to
probe our universe. Comparing results from different observations is quickly becoming very important.
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